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InTroduCTIon

KARAPATAN is a national alliance composed of 
organizations, groups and individuals active in the 
promotion, protection, defense and advance of human 

rights (HR). It upholds that human beings have the inalienable 
right to life, liberty, security of person and pursuit of happiness; 
and have such fundamental freedoms as those of thought, 
expression, belief and assembly, as well as from want and fear. It 
asserts and addresses the full range of the rights of individuals 
and peoples:  civil and political, economic, social and cultural.

Karapatan asserts that the State, as a party to various 
international HR instruments, has the primary responsibility 
to uphold and protect human rights. Guided by the national 
democratic movement’s extensive experience and arduous 
defense of human rights and consistent with the United 
Nation (UN) systems and mechanisms, Karapatan’s mandate 
in monitoring and documentation work focuses mainly on 
the compliance of the Government of the Republic of the 
Philippines (GPH) with UN human rights instruments such as 
the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) 
and the International Covenant on Economic, Social and 
Cultural Rights (ICESCR) among others, and the Comprehensive 
Agreement on Respect for Human Rights and International 
Humanitarian Law between the Government of the Republic 
of the Philippines and the National Democratic Front of the 
Philippines (CARHRIHL). 
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The Karapatan 2011 Glossary of Human Rights Violations (HRVs) 
serves as a continuing attempt at setting a working reference 
of HRV definitions based on standards set by International 
Human Rights Law (IHRL) as specified in various United Nations 
covenants and other international treaties and conventions. It 
includes other rights which have been identified and defined 
in later years as a result of the peoples’ struggles not only for 
human rights but comprehensively for national sovereignty 
and democracy all over the world.   

Karapatan’s efforts are in line with its objective of developing 
an accurate, timely, comprehensive and useful system of HRV 
monitoring and documentation as bases for:

-  getting justice for the victims of HR violations and 
their families; 

-  coming up with regular periodic reports on the 
human rights situation in the Philippines; 

-  calling attention to and campaigning against HR 
violations; and 

-   generally reporting to the public on the status of 
the government’s compliance with the international 
instruments that it signed or acceded to as a state 
party. 

The Glossary is a companion document to Karapatan’s Gabay 
sa Pagsasanay sa Gawaing Dokumentasyon (Training Guide on 
Documentation Work). 
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International Human Rights Law (IHRL) 
also commonly referred to as Human Rights (HR) 

A set of international rules and norms established by treaty, convention 
or custom, on the basis of which individuals and groups can assert and/or 
claim certain rights, behavior or benefits from governments. Human rights 
are inherent entitlements which belong to every person as a consequence of 
being human. IHRL lays down rules binding governments in their relations with 
individuals, communities and peoples.  

Persons in Authority and Agents of Persons in Authority 

any person directly vested with jurisdiction, whether as an •	
individual or as a member of a government agency, some court, 
or governmentally-controlled unit;

includes a barrio captain and/or a barangay chairman and any person •	
who, by direct provision of the law, or by election or by appointment 
by competent authority, is charged with the maintenance of public 
order and the protection and security of life and property, such as a 
barrio councilman, barrio security  and any other barangay leader;

includes military and police officers and rank & file personnel;•	

includes also those elements who are controlled directly or indirectly by •	
the State, including but not limited to paramilitary units like the Civilian 
Home Defense Force (CHDF), Civilian Armed Forces Geographical 
Units (CAFGU), Barrio Self-Defense Unit (BSDU), Civilian Active Auxiliary 
(CAA), civilian volunteer organizations (CVOs) and other para-military 
units that state security forces will form in the future;

includes also private armies and vigilante groups which are mobilized •	
or deputized by the military and police from time to time; 

defInITIon of Terms
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persons who come to the aid of persons in authority are agents of •	
persons in authority.

Civilians 

Are unarmed individuals whether with or without political affiliation. However, 
individuals who have firearms or bladed weapons for economic, cultural and/
or other than political purposes and are not engaged in armed struggle are 
deemed civilians in this Glossary, e.g. tribal communities, hunters or private 
individuals who possess guns for self-protection or leisure/game.

Combatants 

Are armed persons organized with a definite political goal under a political 
authority and engaged in armed struggle or armed conflict to pursue the same. 
For this purpose, members of the New People’s Army, Bangsa Moro Army and 
the Armed Forces of the Philippines, except medical personnel and chaplains, 
are considered combatants. They also include those elements who are armed 
and engaged in police and counter-insurgency operations who are controlled 
directly or indirectly by the State, including but not limited to paramilitary 
units like the Civilian Home Defense Force (CHDF), Civilian Armed Forces 
Geographical Units (CAFGU), Barrio Self-Defense Unit (BSDU), Civilian Active 
Auxiliary (CAA), civilian volunteer organizations (CVOs) and other para-military 
units that state security forces will form in the future, included also are private 
armies and vigilante groups. 

Hors de Combat  

A situation where a combatant is no more in a position or has no more capacity 
to take part in hostilities or commit any hostile act, e.g. when wounded, injured, 
sick or has surrendered (literal translation: out of combat).

Children 

All persons below the age of eighteen years. Also included is a person whose 
mental capacity does not exceed that of a child, as can be verified by scientific 
means.

Family

Basic unit of society which is entitled to protection by the State and society. 
For statistical purposes, six will be used as the average number of members of 
a Filipino family. 
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Property 

Any physical or intangible entity that is owned by a person or jointly by a 
group of persons. Important widely recognized types of property include real 
property (land, structure), personal property (physical possessions belonging 
to a person), private property (property owned by legal persons or business 
entities).

Extrajudicial

Without the permission of a court or legal authority or outside the legal or 
judicial process.

Miranda Rights

The right to remain silent and be informed of the fact that anything he/she 
says can be used against him/her; the right to have counsel of one’s choice; 
and the right to be informed of such rights in the presence of counsel at the 
time when placed under custodial investigation or detained and interrogated 
or investigated in connection with a crime.

International Humanitarian Law (IHL)

A set of international rules and norms, established by treaty, convention 
or custom which are specifically intended to humanize and govern armed 
conflicts and solve humanitarian problems arising from such international 
or non-international armed conflicts. It protects in the main civilian persons 
and property that are, or maybe, affected by an armed conflict and limits 
the behavior or acts of the parties to a conflict to use methods and means of 
warfare of their choice.

International armed conflicts

Wars involving two or more states, and wars of liberation, regardless of whether 
a declaration of war has been made or whether the parties involved recognize 
that there is a state of war.

Non-international armed conflicts

Those in which government forces are fighting against armed insurgent, or 
rebel groups are fighting among themselves.
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Extrajudicial, Summary or Arbitrary Killing

Though different from one another all three types taken together are 
commonly referred to as extrajudicial killing or EJK adopting the practice 
of the office of the UN Special Rapporteur on extrajudicial, summary or 
arbitrary execution.   

Extrajudicial Killing – the act of unlawful and deliberate killing a. 
carried out without due process of law and outside of the judicial 
process by state agents or with their complicity, inducement, 
tolerance or acquiescence. 

Assassination, as an example of extrajudicial killing, is b. 
characterized by a well planned, swift, clandestine or otherwise 
sudden attack resulting in the instant or subsequent death of 
the target or victim who is usually a well-known, politically 
important personage. 

Summary Execution – also known as salvaging, is the killing of c. 
one who has already been placed under the custody and control 
of state agents or who after being captured or abducted is in 
no position to commit any hostile act against the captors or 
abductors.

Arbitrary Killing – indiscriminate execution carried out by state d. 
agents with no specific individual target. Examples are deaths 
due to strafing and random or indiscriminate firing.

Massacre – the wholesale killing of three or more persons as e. 
specific targets usually at a common time and place. It can 
either be extrajudicial, summary or arbitrary.

As mentioned before, they are all classified as extrajudicial killing or EJK.

VIolaTIon of CIVIl 
and PolITICal rIghTs
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Frustrated Killing 

When the perpetrator/s commences the act of killing with a. 
intent to kill but does not reach its full execution due to 
various reasons e.g. the target is able to escape, unexpected 
witnesses arrive at the place of execution, etc.; or

When the perpetrator/s completes the act of killing but the b. 
victim survives.

Enforced or Involuntary Disappearance

The abduction, arrest and detention or any form of deprivation of liberty by 
agents of the State or by persons or groups acting with the authorization, 
support or acquiescence of the State, followed by a refusal to acknowledge 
the deprivation of liberty or by concealment of the fate or whereabouts of the 
victim with the intention of removing him/her from the protection of the law.

The missing person is considered disappeared if his/her whereabouts remain 
unknown for more than seventy two (72) hours.  For purposes of its HRV 
statistics, Karapatan reports as victims of EID only those who remain missing.  
Those who are eventually surfaced, which the UN still counts as disappeared, 
are reported under extra-judicial killing or illegal detention as the case may 
be.   

Enforced Suicide

A person is driven to commit suicide after having been illegally detained, 
tortured and threatened with death and/or further torture to be committed 
against his/her person and/or a member of the immediate family, including 
rape of wife and daughter/s.  

Abduction or Arbitrary/Illegal Arrest 

Abduction is the act of taking into custody or any form or manner of restraint of 
a person’s liberty such as taking away of a person by state security forces who 
do not identify themselves as such, and subsequent release within 72 hours. 

Arbitrary or illegal arrest is the act of taking into custody or any form or manner 
of restraint of a person’s liberty through a defective or without a warrant of 
arrest even when not in the act of committing a crime nor about to commit or 
having just committed a crime. It can take the form of “picking up”, taking into 
custody or “inviting” for questioning.  It includes the use of a blanket warrant 
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using generic names of John and Jane Does to justify or legalize an otherwise 
questionable arrest. Or the arbitrary arrest is “cured” by subsequent issuance of 
a warrant.  

Arbitrary arrest also includes the seemingly harmless practice of the police and 
military of inviting individuals and asking the latter questions in connection 
with a supposed crime or wrongdoing or inquiring about their membership in 
organizations and political affiliation.

The person who is arbitrarily arrested can be subsequently released within 
72 hours after undergoing interrogation, being held incommunicado and/or 
subjected to torture.   

The illegal arrest of five or more persons can be termed as illegal mass arrest.

Arbitrary or Illegal  Detention 

A person continues to be deprived of liberty by being kept in a detention 
center, police station, city or provincial jail or in a military camp beyond 72 
hours.  Charges against the detainee can be filed one after another to prolong 
the detention.  Court proceedings vary in frequency and facility of decision-
making depending on how gravely the military and the government consider 
the detainee as an “enemy of the state.”  The victim can also be on “house arrest” 
with serious restrictions on freedom of movement.   

Torture 

An act by which severe pain or suffering, whether physical, psychological or 
mental and constituting an aggravated and deliberate form of cruel, inhuman 
or degrading treatment or punishment, is purposely inflicted on the victim by 
military or State agents to obtain information, extract a confession, implicate 
self and others, break the spirit and/or turn the victim into a military asset. 

Some examples of psychological torture are being kept incommunicado or 
in solitary confinement; sleep deprivation; sense deprivation by being kept 
blindfolded or confined in a dark room with no sense of day or night; threats 
of death, rape and other bodily harm against self and immediate family; being 
made to hear screams of those being tortured; being kept naked and/or 
prevented from doing toilet activities by self; bad-cop-good-cop routine by 
interrogators; disinformation and lies about co-detainees; etc.

Some examples of physical torture are applying electric current to nipples, 
genitals and other sensitive parts of the body; “water treatment”; rape and 
other forms of sexual violence (especially against women); suspension in midair; 
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beating up with wood, fists, folded paper; hanging upside down; burning with 
flat iron and cigarette butts; stripping naked and forcing to sit on a block of ice 
or in front of an air conditioner running full blast; slapping; pressing fingers 
with bullet in between; making incision on toes and continually hitting it;  
pulling out fingernails; etc.       

Rape

Forcible insertion of the penis and other parts of the body and objects into a 
woman’s vagina or a person’s anus. Being forced to perform and/or be subjected 
to fellatio and cunnilingus are also considered rape.  It is a form of torture 
inflicted mainly on women but also used on men.  Rape, especially mass rape 
or rape of several persons, can also be committed in a community as a form 
of subjugation or punishment.  Rape can also be followed by extrajudicial or 
summary execution. 

Sexual Molestation

Short of rape, a woman’s body is forcibly subjected by military and State 
agents to mashing, kissing and/or biting as a form of torture, harassment or 
intimidation.  Another example is the detainee being kept handcuffed and 
blindfolded while being assisted in her toilet needs with her private parts being 
washed by unknown persons. Men can also be subjected to sexual molestation 
although cases are much less than those of women.   

Physical Assault and/or Injuries 

Unnecessary and unlawful force is used by police and military elements by 
mauling, manhandling and beating up suspect/s during arrests, abduction, 
demolition in communities, dispersal of pickets, strikes, rallies and other mass 
actions and mobilizations, thus resulting in injuries, wounding or maiming of 
the victims.

Threat, Harassment or Intimidation

These are done to instill fear or anxiety on a suspect or target individual by 
threatening his/her person, security, privacy, honor, liberty and property or 
that of his family. Any group, organization or community can be targeted.  
Specific forms include verbal abuse; name-calling; verbal threat of bodily 
harm or through e-mail, SMS and other IT methods or devices; intimidating 
words or gestures; taking of one’s photo without consent; surveillance; random 
interrogation; “ethnic or racial profiling” of national minorities.
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Recent cases especially targeting human rights defenders include threat or 
filing of harassment suits and other malicious, nuisance and persecutory legal 
cases and issuance of spurious arrest warrants; placing an individual’s name 
in a military roster of “enemies of the State” like an Order of Battle or OB; and 
demonizing through the media, public forum, assemblies and similar venues 
thus instigating violence against individuals, groups and organizations.

Surveillance and other Violations of the 
Right to Privacy of Communication 

Not anymore limited to intercepting, pilfering and opening of mail matters but 
also information gathering by tapping telephone, hacking cell phones and the 
internet and planting electronic listening devices.  It also includes stationing 
overt and covert stalkers.  

Violation of the Rights of Arrested 
or Detained Persons 

Of Miranda rightsa.  -- failure of the arresting unit to read the 
arrested person his/her Miranda rights which specifies the right 
to remain silent and be informed of the fact that anything he/
she says can be used against him/her; the right to have counsel 
of one’s choice; and the right to be informed of such rights in the 
presence of counsel at the time when placed under custodial 
investigation or detained and interrogated or investigated in 
connection with a crime.

Of right to freely communicateb.  – depriving, delaying, 
denying, limiting or restraining an individual under arrest and/or 
detention from talking by landline, mobile telephone, etc. to any 
of the following: counsel, family, relative, religious leader, doctor, 
counselor and representative/s of human rights organizations for any 
purpose including but not limited to communicating whereabouts, 
circumstances of arrest and/or detention, update on his/her 
condition.

Of right to counselc.  – depriving, delaying, denying, limiting or 
restraining an individual under arrest and/or detention from 
exercising his/her immediate right to counsel of his/her choice.

Of right to visit by familyd.  – depriving, delaying, denying, limiting 
or restraining an individual under arrest and/or detention from 
exercising his/her immediate right to be visited by family, next of kin 
or his/her authorized representative of a human rights organization.   
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Incommunicadoe.  – depriving or denying an arrested or detained 
person access to or use of any form of communication with 
individuals other than his custodians; usually resorted to by 
State agents during tactical interrogation.

Solitary Confinement f. – physically isolation of a detainee or 
prisoner from other detainees or prisoners, regardless of whether 
the isolation is for punishment due to an infraction or not. This is 
also known as being placed in “bartolina”. 

Of right to presumption of innocence or against public g. 
condemnation or trial by publicity – presenting a person 
deprived of liberty or arrested and/or detained before the 
mass media (print, radio, television, new media) without his/
her consent and that of counsel of his/her choice; declaring, 
portraying, alleging or insinuating that such person is guilty of 
certain crimes and in illegal possession of certain materials.

Inhumane, cruel and/or degrading treatment or punishment h. 
– mocking,  ridiculing, scoffing at, taunting or dehumanizing an 
arrested or detained individual or acts with similar intention 
or desired effect.  There are times when visitors of political 
detainees/prisoners are also subjected to the same treatment, 
e.g. strip search and sexual harassment. 

Criminalization of political offenses or acts – i. the policy 
and practice by persons in authority and the State through its 
police, military, investigative, prosecutorial and judicial arms 
or agencies of arresting, investigating, charging, prosecuting, 
trying and convicting political activists with common crimes 
instead of political charges with respect to offenses in pursuit 
of one’s political beliefs. This includes criminalization of agrarian 
and labor disputes tolerated, condoned or sanctioned by 
government agencies in violation of sectoral rights. 

Unreasonably delayed court proceedingsj.  – a violation of an 
individual’s right to speedy trial which includes delaying tactics 
by the prosecutor or a judge whose probity is in question, 
intervention by the military and State agencies, etc.  

Forced labor or involuntary servitudek.  – forcing an arrested 
person or  detainee to perform any kind of work against his/
her will and usually without compensation.

Other forms of coercion – l. compelling a detainee to do something 
against his/her will or out of fear or preventing a detainee from 
doing something not prohibited by law. Examples are forcing a 
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detainee to sign a statement of false voluntary custody or change 
of counsel, admit membership in an organization, admit to a crime 
and inform on family members, colleagues, etc.; and preventing 
a detainee from recanting testimony taken under duress or from 
talking to media and human rights defenders.

Violation of the Right to Freedom of Association 

Unjustified and unlawful restriction, denial or prohibition to form or be a 
member of an organization and arbitrarily declaring an organization illegal 
or a terrorist one.  This also  includes union busting; restriction, denial or 
prohibition to form or be a member of a union; monitoring, restriction or 
prohibition on student organizations, councils, publications or any collective 
activity. The restriction, denial or prohibition are tolerated, condoned, 
supported or sanctioned by the government and are in keeping with or are 
consequences of a national policy or program.  

Violation of the Right to Liberty of Movement

An individual is arbitrarily included in the Bureau of Immigration’s hold order 
list and is therefore not allowed to leave the country, or is included in the watch 
list and is either not allowed to leave or is stopped at the airport immigration 
desk or office for questioning or harassment. Or an individual is not allowed to 
return to his/her country of origin.

The provision of the Anti-Terrorism Law (ATL) which allows a person to be 
prevented from leaving his/her house and/or community of residence is a 
violation of the right to liberty of movement.    

Restriction on or Violent Dispersal 
of Mass Actions, Public Assemblies and Gatherings 

Unreasonably or arbitrarily restricting, limiting or preventing the free holding 
of mass actions, public assemblies and gatherings; and/or the violent breaking 
up or forcible dispersal of such activities, regardless of whether such activities 
are covered by a government permit or not. This also includes assault and 
breaking up of picket lines and violations of the right to strike.

Media Repression

Various human rights violations are committed against media practitioners 
and institutions in an attempt to silence or punish them.  Aside from those 
already mentioned, below are some examples: 
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A mass media practitioner or institution is charged •	
with slander, inciting to sedition, libel or burdened 
with multiple libel suits when found to be too critical 
of the government and the administration’s close 
associates.

A local radio station or newspaper is temporarily or •	
permanently closed down when found too critical 
of the local ruling elite.  Programs are temporarily or 
permanently stopped.  

Stations being burned, equipment being confiscated •	
or destroyed, radio staff beaten up, interrogated and 
temporarily detained.

Officers of grassroots program sponsors subjected to •	
violence and harassed.

Worse, they become victims of EJK and EID, in which •	
case the violation is classified under EJK or EID.  

Violations that Target Communities

Illegal (arbitrary or unjustified) search and seizure – a. the act 
of searching any place and/or seizure, in an arbitrary, unjustified 
or unlawful manner, of things or personal property allegedly 
used or intended to be used for committing a crime when any of 
the following is present:

there are fatal defects in the search warrant with •	
respect to description of the things or places to be 
searched or seized, its validity or lifetime (expired 
warrant), improper serving like lack of witnesses, lack 
of receipt, etc.;

there is no search warrant in cases where such •	
warrant is required; or

the warrantless search is not connected nor incidental •	
to a valid arrest.

Violation of domicile – b. the act of forcible or surreptitious 
entry, intrusion and/or occupation of any private dwelling or 
any part thereof of an individual or dwellings in a community 
without being authorized by a judicial order or against the will 
or consent of the owner and/or occupant whether the entry is to 
search said dwelling or not. 
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Saturation drive or “zoning” c. – surprise deployment of a big 
number of police or military units and encirclement of an urban 
or rural community that lead to residents especially men being 
forced to line up on the street,  frisking, stripping naked, mauling 
and beating up and/or mass arrests.  It can be accompanied by 
violation of domicile because of house-to-house search and can  
also lead to destruction or divestment of property. 

Illegal checkpointsd.  – unlawful and arbitrary setting up of 
fixed or mobile checkpoints on public roads and places. They 
are at times accompanied by questioning, frisking, search of 
vehicles and bags and other intrusive acts against residents and 
passersby.

Forcible re-concentration – e. for various reasons, forcibly 
relocating a group of individuals or a whole community to an 
area chosen or designated by the local government unit (LGU) 
and/or the military.

Hamlettingf.  – for various reasons, moving an entire civilian 
community into an enclosed area and placing them against their 
will under direct and strict military control which includes but 
is not limited to:  imposition of curfew hours, listing of names 
per household, controlling movement in and out of the hamlet, 
requiring identification documents, etc. There are also instances 
when individuals are confined to their houses making them 
virtually under illegal detention. 
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VIolaTIon  of eConomIC, 
soCIal and CulTural rIghTs

Destruction of Property

The tearing down, impairing, destroying or damaging of properties of residents 
as a result of search & seizure, raids, zonings, demolition, bulldozing, arson, 
strafing, indiscriminate firing or other similar circumstances.

Divestment of Property 

The taking away or seizure of properties either through theft, robbery, looting 
or extortion in the course of a search & seizure, raid, zoning, demolition or other 
similar circumstances.

Demolition 

Tearing down of houses, dwellings, stalls and other structures in urban and 
rural poor communities, whether or not attended with violence against the 
residents. Usually done without genuine and adequate prior consultation and 
implemented without sufficient notice, agreed upon relocation facilities and 
alternative sources of livelihood.  Demolition results in economic displacement 
and dislocation.

Landgrabbing 

Any act, mode, mechanism or practice by any state instrumentality, agency or 
by any private individual or group, whether local or foreign, acting through or 
in collaboration with such state instrumentality or agency which results in the 
divestment or circumvention of use, possession or ownership of the land titled or 
historically occupied and tilled by peasants and settlers or the ancestral land of 
national minorities; or any re-concentration of land or land reform reversal in the 
hands of landowners, land and crop conversion and whatever other reason.
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Forcible Evacuation and Displacement 

Forcing a group of individuals or a community to leave, whether in an organized 
way or not, their place of residence and sources of livelihood with or without 
agreed upon and adequate relocation facilities. Usually done to give way to 
supposed government development project, re-concentration of land in the 
hands of landowners, multinational corporations’ economic interests and other 
land and crop conversion schemes.

Food and other Economic Blockades 

Restricting and controlling the quantity and kind of food supplies and other 
household items that a person can bring in and out of his/her residence or 
community as well as restrictions and control on the communities’ trade, 
production, other economic activities, livestock, water supply, etc. 

Denial of Humanitarian Access 

Denial or restriction of access to  humanitarian aid  to include refusal or 
prevention of entry, harassment or surveillance of relief, medical, solidarity, 
fact-finding and other similar humanitarian missions or activities.     

Violation of the Rights of Medical Personnel 

Constitutes attacks on, harassment and intimidation of health professionals 
and workers for having carried out medical activities compatible with medical 
ethics, regardless of the person who benefits from it.  It also includes being 
forced under threat of arrest or harm to give information concerning the injured 
or sick who are or who have been under their care and being compelled to 
refrain from acts required by medical ethics or rules designed for the benefit 
of the injured and sick.  Another example is the illegal mass arrest, torture and 
arbitrary detention of health workers undergoing medical skills training.      

Some Violations Specific to Children

Children orphaneda.  due to various human rights violations 
especially extrajudicial killings and enforced disappearances.  
Children of long-standing political prisoners and those who 
get separated from their families due to forced evacuation and 
displacement are practically orphans, too.
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Separation from parents, family or legal guardians.b.   It happens 
when children of political detainees or prisoners and direct 
victims of human rights violations like EJK, EID, forced evacuation 
and displacement are put in the custody of the military, police 
or government agency even if there are family members or legal 
guardians who are willing and capable of caring for them.  Also 
included is the failure or refusal of State agencies to facilitate the 
reunion of families temporarily separated. 

Forced to stop elementary and high-school educationc.  
due to being children of political detainees or prisoners and 
direct victims of human rights violations like EJK, EID, forced 
evacuation, displacement and other similar circumstances.

Lack of provision for children in evacuation and rehabilitation d. 
centers resulting in sickness, malnutrition, no space to play, 
psychological trauma, etc.

Forced child labore. .  Children are forced to work without or 
at low wages and sub-standard working conditions thereby 
undermining their health and physical development.
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on Ihl VIolaTIons

INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS LAW applies at all times, whether 
during peacetime or in situations of armed conflict. On the other hand, 
International Humanitarian Law intends to “humanize and govern armed 

conflicts”. 

Violations of IHL are human rights violations. Some HR violations are 
categorized as IHL violations when they are committed during military 
operations or under any other situation of armed conflict:

Arbitrary and frustrated killing due to shelling from •	
mortar and artillery barrage, detonating of bombs, 
aerial bombardment, spraying from helicopters, 
landmines;

Hamletting, forcible evacuation, reconcentration and •	
displacement of communities;

Destruction or divestment of property;•	

Illegal checkpoints, illegal search and “zoning” or •	
saturation drives in rural communities;

Food and economic blockade;•	

Threat, harassment and intimidation of whole •	
villages; 

Physical assault or injuries inflicted on villagers, •	
especially suspected rebels and their sympathizers;

Inhumane, cruel or degrading treatment;•	

Forced labor and involuntary servitude of captured •	
combatants and suspected supporters; 

Attacks on, harassment and intimidation of medical •	
and religious personnel; 

Violations specific to children; and many others•	
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In addition to those mentioned above, reported 
cases of IHL violations are:

Violation of theRights of Hors de Combat

Any act committed, either intentionally or through negligence, which result 
in the aggravation or prolongation of physical injuries, sickness or suffering; 
or resulting in the eventual death; or the deliberate act of injuring, maiming, 
torturing and killing a combatant who is wounded, sick, injured or has 
surrendered and therefore not anymore in a position to commit any hostile act 
(hors de combat).

Denial of Medical Attention 

In the course of armed conflict denying or preventing immediate and/or adequate 
first aid, medical care or attention to a sick, wounded or dying person thereby 
aggravating or prolonging such person’s sickness, injury, suffering or eventually 
causing death, whether such denial is deliberate or not.

Hostaging 

Abduction or illegal arrest and detention of immediate family members of 
known rebel leaders to put pressure on the latter, use as bait or tracer and as 
part of psychological warfare.  Worst cases are extrajudicial killings or enforced 
disappearances of said family member as punishment and to break the spirit 
of the rebel leader.   

Violence Against Women 

Abusing women through verbal, physical and sexual assault and harassment 
and/or forcing or seducing them to become a soldier’s girlfriend, mistress or 
common-law wife as well as convenient domestic help. As mentioned earlier 
rape, especially mass rape, can also be committed in a community as a form of 
subjugation or punishment.  

Coercion 

Compelling a person to do something against his/her will or out of fear through 
the use of force, violence, threat of harm or intimidation.  Specific forms include 
the following:
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Use of civilians as volunteers or guides in military or police a. 
operations – forcing an individual to participate as a volunteer 
or guide in any police and/or military activity such as patrolling, 
actual armed engagement, intelligence gathering, so-called 
civic operations, etc.;  

Use of civilians as shields during military or police operationsb.  
– villagers   are used as shield or buffer against any attack directed 
at state security forces by making them accompany the military 
or police forces in their sorties; or soldiers temporarily living in 
villagers’  houses.

Forced recruitment or conscriptionc.  – forcing an individual 
to join the State’s armed forces, a paramilitary unit or become 
an intelligence asset, with or without immediate monetary 
consideration.  Of special gravity is the recruitment in the armed 
forces or paramilitary units or forcing to take part in hostilities of 
children who have not reached fifteen years old.

Forced or fake surrenderd.  – compelling, misrepresenting or 
forcing an individual into surrendering to the authorities or to 
feign or pretend to be a surrenderee or rebel returnee.

Attacks on or Use of Schools, Medical, Religious 
and other Public Places or Facilities 
for Military Purposes 

Destruction of structures, restrictions imposed on or temporary take-over 
or setting up of military camps, detachments or outposts inside or in the 
immediate vicinity of schools, hospitals, clinics, churches, convents, barangay 
halls and other public places thus endangering the civilian population.      

Desecration of Place of Worship or 
Offending Religious Rites and Practices 

Usually committed in the areas where the revolutionary forces are strong, 
especially among the Moro and indigenous peoples, it is the act of disrespecting, 
insulting, destroying or desecrating a place of worship or religious symbol or 
of offending religious rites, practices, rituals, assemblies, gatherings or days 
of commemoration in disregard of religious and cultural sensibilities of the 
concerned believers.
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With Regard to Those Who are Killed in Combat 
or Who Died in Captivity:

Desecration of remains a. - disrespecting a person who died or 
was killed by mutilating the body, parading the body naked or 
half-naked, leaving the corpse unattended or grossly presenting 
it before the mass media, and other such acts. 

Denial of decent burial and refusal to tender remainsb.  - 
denying or disallowing a decent and/or timely burial and 
refusing to hand over the remains to the family, next of kin or 
their representative.
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Sample Factsheet
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I. CASE PROFILE:

II. PROFILE OF VICTIMS:

III. PROFILE OF PERPETRATORS:

IV. ACCOUNT OF THE INCIDENT:
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Date of Incident

Place of Incident
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No. of Elements
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Possible Motive
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